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HALOGEN LED 50W 6000LM 4000K
IP65 Floodlight White LEDVance
SKU: LDVANAS0101
EAN: 4058075421288
Availability: 1020
Ship time: 24H

TECHNICAL DATA
EAN code 4058075421288 Brand Ledvance
Number of light points 1 Type of glass Transparent
Lamp socket Built-in light source Temperatura barwowa

[K]
4000

Light colour Neutral white Power 50W
 Energy class - (EU)
2019/2015

E Luminous flux (lumen)
[lm]

6000

Surface color White Supply voltage 230V
Binding type Moveable Shape Rectangular
Mounting method Mounting brackets Water Protection class IP65
Gwarancja 5

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
  strong LED floodlight in white color recognized on the lighting market of the lighting
brand is a modern lighting that features a very good quality of emitted light, high
durability, resistance to heavy weather conditions (water resistance) and mechanical
damage. Compact dimensions and low weight allow easy installation in the place of old,
worn and direct traditional halogens. In addition, the floodlight ensures energy saving
up to 90% (compared to the hollow lamps with halogen lamps). LED Exposure
LEDVANCE has an energy-saving light source 50w power, emits neutral light Color
4000K which allows you to obtain a light stream up to 6000lm. Matless tempered glass
ensures even spread of light. The ventilation valve has been used in the threshold that
improves the air exchange - the valve does not adversely affect the degree of
protection against weather conditions. Halogen LED LEDVANCE This innovative device
that has its use outside, it works best as a lighting of garages, facade of buildings or
driveways. When deciding to buy a presented threshold, we get the best quality
product, ready for quick and easy assembly. The floodlight has a flexible 1m length wire
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